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Project on the use of glacier fronts by predators „Glaere” 

1 . Which glaciers and how often are used by birds as a feeding 
ground ? 
Equipment needed:
- photo camera
- GPS position
- Secchi disk
- notes 
Yachts are sailing to tidal glacier bays, photos of the ice Cliff 
are collected from a distance about 200m, that allows to identify 
birds numer. 

Participants:

- Citizen science glacier 
survey by norwegian yachtsman

- IOPAN- Poland
- NPI -Norway
- UG- Poland
- MFRI- Poland
- UNIS - Norway
- UiT - Norway



Example of water transparency (Sechchi disc) and seabird observations near the glacier cliffs  – performed from yachts –
to check how often and which glaciers are visited by wildlife



boreal (yellow) crustacean and Arctic, (blue) species distribution 

Svalbard Intertidal Poject

- 20 x20 cm frame
- bottle
- fixative
- GPS position
- date and time marked

Localisation and habitat description of sampling sites 
at which Gammarus oceanicus and Gammarus 
setosus individuals



Examples of photos from 
Prins Karl Forlandet, 
documenting plastic at 
high water mark 

https://www.iopan.pl/projects/SIP/SIP_2018/index.html

Plastic debris on Arctic shores 

Is European Arctic collects vast amount of plastic 
that drifts with Atlantic Water Current? 
Needs:
- to assess the scale of the problem 
- what kind of plastic
- how many plastic objects

Methods:
- mark 50x50cm square on the high water mark
- make a photo documentation 
- mark geographic position
- mark date and time

Especially important are 5mm in diameter industrial 
plastic bits known as „nurdle” 

Goal  - distribution and amount of plastic on Svalbard shores



Change in intertidal zone due to the ice retreat

Brown algae (blader wreck and alike) are colonising
once barren coast. 

Methods:

- mark 50x50cm square on the low tide
- make a photo documentation from a 1m distance 
- mark geographic position
- mark date and time

algae cover at low water mark 



Important issues/challanges: 

Methodology is simple with minimal space for mistake 
- one common methodology for all participants

Results are delivered to professional open-access repository
- data provider shall see his own effort and final effect
- better access for all interested (decision-makers, guest users etc.)

Key issue is the repetition and high number of data 
- regularity in uploading data

Increase access to the tour operators



IOPAN role in a cruise expedition environment monitoring programme?

- provide unify methodology for data collecting

- give access for data storage

- access to scientific consultations and basic data analysis

- have an access to the new research points/areas

- have a repeatable data set from different seasons


